
Package One

The photographers begin at the ceremony venue, covering the arrival of the groom, guests and bride as well 

as the service or ceremony (depending on permission being granted), signing of the register, and the events 

as they unfold. The photographers will spend about 15 minutes with the bride and groom alone after the 

service or ceremony to capture some images of the couple together. After that the photographers will step 

back and capture the events as they happen up to the arrival at the reception and take images of the 

couple cutting the cake. (Approx. Three Hours)

We will provide you with:

•Three Hours Wedding Photography

•Online Viewing Gallery where you will be able to order prints and photo gifts

•A USB containing up to 100 Hi-res edited shots

•100 5"x7" High Quality Glossy Prints (same as selected digital images)

Package price : £499

Package Two

With this package you have the choice for the photographers to start at the bride’s home as she prepares for 

the wedding, taking images of the bride, bridesmaids, her parents, and all detail shots. Then cover the guest 

arriving at the wedding venue, the service or ceremony as in level one continuing to the arrival at the 

reception, the wedding breakfast and cutting of the cake. Speeches and evening first dance can be 

covered with this package, depending on when you wish the photographers to start. (Approx. Five Hours)

We will provide you with:

•Two wedding photographers

•Five Hours Wedding Photography

•Online Viewing Gallery (all photos) where you will be able to order more prints and photo gifts

•A USB containing up to 200 Hi-res edited shots.

•200 5"x7" High Quality Glossy Prints (same as selected digital images);

Package price : £999

Package Three

This package covers the whole day. Starting at the bride's home two hours before the wedding to the full

wedding ceremony, after ceremony, wedding group photos, bride & groom portrait, many casual shots, etc.,

wedding  breakfast,  speeches  and cutting  of  the  cake,  evening guests  arriving,  first  dance and evening

reception . (Approx 10 Hours)

We will provide you with:

•Two wedding Photographers

•All day (up to 10 hours) Wedding Photography

•Online Viewing Gallery (all photos) where you will be able to order more prints and photo gifts

•A USB containing up to 300 Hi- Res edited shots.

•300 5"x7" High Quality Glossy Prints (same as selected digital images);

•One Wall Wood Block 24"x 30";

Package price : £1499
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